
SHAKING THE RATTLE 

“our fear: this is what we are made of: our weakness” 

- Helene Cixous 

“A flock of birds turning in the sky is doing something that people don’t know 

how to do: moving together, beautifully, without a leader or choreographer…I 

study ant colonies, and how they get things done without any central control.” 

- Deborah M. Gordon in Lukas Felzmann’s Swarm 

 

“Let us agree to apply the word ‘talk’ to all ways of experiencing sensations, 

actions, and ideas in signs of any kinds, and also to all ways of interpreting signs, 

and [let us] apply this word ‘sign’ to everything recognizable whether to our 

outward senses or to our inward feeling or imagination, provided only it calls up 

some feeling, effort, or thought…Nothing does speak for itself, strictly nothing, 

speaking strictly.  One cannot bid his neighbor good morning, really, effectually, 

unless that neighbor supplies the needed commentary on the syntax.  If he does 

not, I might as well shake a rattle.” 

- Charles S. Peirce 

  

http://www.lars-mueller-publishers.com/en/swarm


Part the 1st: : ‘Perhaps’ 

“Perhaps dread is always the more powerful; perhaps the joy granted to the only 

animal that knows it is not eternal is POISONED from the very beginning.” 

- Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe 

It BREAKS 

 There always seems to be a fissure of sorts.  It can happen almost anywhere.  At grocery, in 

conversation, during a nightly routine.  Upon hearing a certain note in a song, or the point at which one 

has waited too long. 

 It often feels like slight discomfort.  Something ‘off,’ uncanny, unusual, unexpected. 

A SIMPLE ABNORMAL 

 Yet a normal was never known.  Irritant and oddity.  This, and then this, a differance, a novelty, a 

change.  And such is life.  At times unsettling, at times a joy.  Comfort, discomfort.  Pleasure and pain. 

 Synapse, interruption, a gap. 

WHAT FLOODS 

 And what floods to fill it. 

 A twitching, turning toward, distract.  Grasp for nostalgia or trauma.  The clinging to belief.  We 

all have our ways.  Myriad.  Moments of abyssal awareness and rigidities of habit. 

 “Should haves,” “perhapses,” “why didn’t I’s” and “couldn’t have knowns”. 

COULDN’T HAVE KNOWN 

 We couldn’t have known.  The state of existence, this is. 

 Perturbation and change and anomaly – return. 

 Quickest path to pleasant, or if not, then peace, or equilibrium.  If not that, to what’s familiar. 

THE UNFAMILIAR 

 A clutching toward the known, toward the redundant.  What might re-cognize, organize, re-

assemble.  Essay re-member. 

 Otherwise out-of-sorts and unstable, a trembling, a chaos. 

 You get the idea – a turn, a stumble, a breeze; a noise or ray of light: and then straighten, a 

balance, a shelter or shade, distance or calm. 

STEADYING 

 Feeding what’s hungry 

 Cooling what’s hot 

 Stopping what’s running 



 Moving what’s not 

Each species its equilibrium? 

Perhaps. 

PERHAPS 

 Gaps and breaches and flux… 

 Opportunities? 

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 

 A knock: an action, a sound – interference?  Intervention? 

Difference. 

Breath to breath.  Pulse to pulse.  Neuron to neuron.  Fractional, milliseconded: Difference. 

IT’S JANUS 

 What we are attuned to. 

Difference                                            Same 

Difference      and      Same 

Same difference(s). 

PERHAPS 

This is alive. 

PERHAPS 

Perhaps potential 

  



Part the 2nd: Giving Away My Ideas 

Is all I have. 

What with my body gone 

-in labor, relation, commerce, and love 

Eviscerated dreams 

- fractured, adapted, dissembled, explained.   

- compromised, aligned, and revised 

My cells 

- functioned, attacked, invade or erode 

My language 

- spent and translated, composed and transcribed 

- edited 

My place 

- never happened 

My emotions 

- never seemed like mine from the beginning 

My life 

- lived, that myth 

Then existence 

- remains 

The ideas…like emotions, relations, seeming never quite ‘mine’ but collaged of a species, a culture, 

occasions…perceived as unique… 

- final mythology(-ies) 

 

 

 

 

 


